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WORK HELMET MODEL PEGASO 
 
 

Air games and design to wear: free spirit outside and tailored fit inside. Sprinty and 
sporty look for a clean and compact helmet. A new concept of the work helmet, 
developed for a new experience of comfort and safety never tried! 

 

Technical details 
 

✓ External shell 
high density ABS. 
 

✓ Inner pad  
Tailored fit made of soft technical fabric COOLMAX®, treatment Sanitized®. Extremely 
breathable, it maintains comfort for the long term. Completely removable and washable by 
hand or in the washing machine at 30°C with neutral soap. 
 

✓ Strap 
Anti-skid strap made of black nylon complete with divider for optimal adjustment of the fit.  
 

✓ Size adjuster 
Easy Turn 3D size adjuster complete with micrometric wheel for the regulation in three 
dimensions of the size.  
 

✓ Ventilation 
Eight holes protected by aluminium nets guarantee optimal ventilation even in a static 
position. 
 

✓ Aluminium Air Grid 
The air intakes are equipped with an anti-intrusion grille in aluminium, that prevents entry 
of external bodies/debris/insects while maintaining breathability. 
 

✓ Polyamide Clips 
Helmet equipped with polyamide clips lamp compatible with all lamps with elastic bands 
on the market. 
 

✓ Earmuff connections configuration 
▪ Possibility of adding earmuffs through the earmuff connector.  
▪ Possibility of connecting the mesh visor 3M® PELTOR 4-B Series for arborist through the 

earmuff connector. 
 

✓ Visor attachment configuration 
Possibility of connecting our visors (transparent, smoked, and mirrored visor LAS) with 
adaptor – adaptor included in the visor kit box.  
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✓ High visibility (in the dark) – only for PEGASO LUCE 

Adhesive reflecting stickers to guarantee high visibility even at late hours. 
 

✓ Safety standards 
EN 397:2012+A1:2012 
 

✓ Weight 
340 gr 

 
✓ Colours 

Colours available for the versions Pegaso: Black, Lime, Light Blue, Orange, Red, White, 
Yellow.  
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